The minimal moose model Goldstone scalars: link fields between global groups SU(3) L SU(3) R π For Higgs self-coupling four link fields needed 
→ SM particles are T -even, heavy partners are T -odd
Implementation of T-parity
Need also T -odd partners of fermions with O(f ) masses:
Almost complete doubling of SM particle content (like SUSY)
Exception: gluon has no partner Lightest Alternative implementation of T-parity
Can implement T -parity such that WZW term cancels Krohn, Yavin '08 Give different "direction" to x 1,3 and x 2,4 :
New T -parity:
Each link fiend has a WZW term
is invariant under new T -parity → Lightest T -odd particle is stable
A new little Higgs model
Implementation of T -parity as exchange symmetry
As for minimal moose model:
Enlarged fermion sector with T -odd "mirror" fermions
Two top Yukawa couplings λ 1 , λ 2 for collective symmetry breaking
→ Top quark has three partners (2 T -odd, 1 T -even)
Properties of the model:
Successful electroweak symmetry breaking Exact T -parity and a stable dark matter candidate
In agreement with electroweak precision constraints Scalar masses
Function of Ω matrix:
Every Lagrangian term that breaks some global symmetries generates masses for some scalars: Mass terms: 
Masses cannot be computed precisely due to dependence on strong dynamics Mirror fermion masses determined by 
Masses cannot be computed precisely due to dependence on strong dynamics get O(100 GeV) masses from loop corrections (exact value depends on UV completion) φ 0,± a decay through WZW term (allowed since they are T -even) 
Backup slides
Gauge and scalar sectors
Gauge sector:
Scalar self-interaction:
tr X 1 X † 3 X † 2 X 4 + X 2 X † 4 X † 1 X 3 + h.c. 
